Abstract{A clustering algorithm for the design of e cient vector quantizers to be followed by entropy coding is proposed. The algorithm, called entropy-constrained pairwise nearest neighbor (ECPNN), designs codebooks by merging the pair of Voronoi regions which gives the least increase in distortion for a given decrease in entropy. The algorithm is an entropy-constrained version of the pairwise nearest neighbor (PNN) clustering algorithm of Equitz and can be used as an alternative to the entropyconstrained vector quantizer design (ECVQ) proposed by Chou, Lookabaugh and Gray. By a natural extension of the ECPNN algorithm we develop another algorithm that designs alphabet-and entropy-constrained vector quantizers and call it alphabet-and entropy-constrained pairwise nearest neighbor (AECPNN) design. The AECPNN algorithm can be used as alternative to the alphabet-and entropy-constrained vector quantizer design (AECVQ) proposed by Rao and Pearlman, that is directly based on the ECVQ design algorithm. Through simulations on synthetic sources, we show that ECPNN and ECVQ have indistinguishable mean-square-error versus rate performance and that the ECPNN and AECPNN algorithms obtain as close performance by the same measure as the ECVQ and AECVQ algorithms. The advantages over 1 ECVQ are that the ECPNN approach enables much faster codebook design and uses smaller codebooks. A single pass through the ECPNN (or AECPNN) design algorithm, which progresses from larger to successively smaller rates, allows the storage of any desired number of intermediate codebooks. In the context of multi-rate subband (or transform) coders, this feature is especially desirable, since the ECPNN design algorithm must be run for each subband and storage of codebooks of di erent rates are required for each subband (or transformed coe cients). Coding image pyramids using ECPNN and AECPNN codebooks at rates from 1 3 to 1.0 bit/pixel, achieves performance, judged both visually and using peak-to-peak SNR criterion, which is competitive with that of the best methods currently known.
I. Introduction
Vector quantization is a scheme to represent digitally a sequence of discrete-time continuousamplitude source symbols fX j g 1 j=0 . A vector quantizer maps points x i = X iL ; :::; X iL+L?1 ] T belonging to an L?dimensional real vector space, x i 2 < L , into a vector in the codebook C = fy 1 ; :::; y M g; C < L . This quantizer is referred to as M-level vector quantizer. At each time index i the VQ encoder performs the mapping y m i = Q(x i ) where m i is an integer index in the codebook and Q(:) is the function that characterizes the quantizer. The binary representation of m i is sent to the decoder. The VQ decoder has a codebook identical to the VQ encoder, and decoding can be implemented as a look-up table operation. The error of the mapping of x i to y m i is measured by a non-negative function d(x i ; y m i ), which is a general distortion criterion.
The optimum minimum-distortion quantizer minimizes the average distortion of this mapping without additional restrictions. A well known algorithm to nd a local minimum of the distortion of the M?level quantizer has been proposed by Linde, Buzo and Gray 1] and is called generalized Lloyd algorithm (GLA), since it is a vector generalization of a clustering algorithm due to Lloyd 2] .
With the GLA, an initial codebook C and a given set T = fx 1 ; :::; x N g of L?dimensional vectors, called the training set (TS), a locally M?level minimum distortion quantizer can be approached iteratively.
The design of minimum distortion vector quantizers (MDVQ's) via the GLA is rather timeconsuming. With the purpose of alleviating this problem, a di erent procedure has been proposed by Equitz 3 ]. Equitz's algorithm is a recursive procedure which is called pairwise nearest neighbor (PNN) . Substituting the TS as the initial codebook, the PNN algorithm recursively merges the pair of reproduction vectors giving the least increase of distortion until the desired codebook size is reached.
The minimum achievable rate of a quantizer is its output entropy, also called its codeword 
An optimal vector quantizer minimizes average distortion D under the condition that the entropy not exceed a given value H 0 . Such quantizers are called entropy-constrained vector quantizers (ECVQ's). An MDVQ designed by the GLA or PNN algorithm attempts to minimize D, xing the size M of the codebook and hence allows the entropy to reach its maximum of (1=L) log 2 M.
The entropy reaches this value only when the codevectors are equally probable, which is generally not the case. For a given output entropy H 0 , the minimum D for such quantizer can be no less than that of a quantizer having no restriction on the codebook size, as with ECVQ. The design of an entropy-constrained vector quantizer can accomplished by a modi cation of the GLA. This design procedure is named ECVQ algorithm and was originally introduced by Chou, Lookabaugh and Gray 4]. It has been shown in 4] and 5] among other references that the entropy-constrained vector quantizers are in fact substantially better in the distortion-rate sense than the minimum distortion vector quantizers (even when entropy coding of codevector indices is performed).
Another class of quantizers is the so called alphabet-and entropy-constrained vector quantizers, which were introduced recently by Rao and Pearlman 6] . These quantizers have the capability to traverse the operational distortion-rate curve using the same set of codevectors (alphabet) but with a di erent set of (binary) codewords for each rate. The design procedure of these quantizers is a modi cation of the ECVQ design that forces operation with a xed codebook for all rates. The main advantage of this double-constrained quantizer is to decrease the storage of the encoding-decoding process with a negligible increase of distortion when compared with an entropy-constrained quantizer.
In this paper we present an algorithm based on a procedure which constrains the entropy in the PNN quantizer design. We name the procedure ECPNN and the resulting quantizer combined with subsequent entropy coding the ECPNN-quantizer. An earlier version of this approach can be found in 7] with further developments in 8]. The alphabet constrained version of the ECPNN, called AECPNN, is developed by a modi cation of the design strategy. The AECPNN approach 9], substantially simpli es operation to that of a multi-rate coder, since the same codebook is used for the desired operational rates.
In the next section we introduce some concepts that will be useful for the development of the ECPNN and AECPNN algorithms that are presented in the Section III. In the Section IV we give some implementation aspects and computational complexity. Results of quantizing synthetic sources are presented in Section V and are compared with those obtained with the ECVQ and AECVQ algorithms. A multi-rate subband coder for images, based on ECPNN and AECPNN codebooks, is presented in Section VI.
II. Entropy-constrained Vector Quantization
Let us consider L-dimensional random vectors generated by the information source, fXg, described by a joint probability density function f X (x). Without loss of generality, we focus our interest on the squared error distortion measure between two vectors x and y given by:
where the notation k : k is used for the Euclidean norm of vector. All the developments presented here can be extended to more general distortion measures.
Given a source vector x, the entropy-constrained vector quantizer 4] maps x to a codevector y m = Q(x) 2 C such that d(x; y m ) + `m d(x; y k ) + `k ; 8k = 1; :::; M; (3) where`m is the length of the binary codeword associated with y m and is set to be equal to its self-entropy, i.e.,`m = ? log 2 P m : (4) The average binary codeword length is then equal to its rst-order entropy and can be achieved arbitrarily closely through entropy coding. The parameter 0 is a Lagrange multiplier whose value xes the output entropy or rate. Setting = 0 produces the minimum distortion quantization rule of an MDVQ.
The quantization rule induces a partitioning of L-dimensional Euclidean space < L called the encoder partition E P = fP 1 ; :::; P M g, where P m = fx : Q(x) = y m g; m = 1; :::; M are called partition cells or Voronoi regions. For the squared error distortion measure, the codevectors are centroids of their associated partition, i.e., y m = Z Pm xf X (x)dx=P m ; m = 1; :::; M; (5) where P m = R Pm f X (x)dx = Pr Q(x) = y m ]. The conditions for the set of partition cells E P = fP 1 ; :::; P M g and the set of codevectors C = fy 1 ; :::; y M g in (3) and (5) are necessary to achieve a minimum of the average distortion per sample
The entropy-constrained vector quantizer design of Chou, Lookabaugh and Gray 4] starts with a codebook designed by the GLA with a large M and iterates between (3) and (5) until convergence is reached for a particular value of . This procedure achieves a codebook C and an encoder partition E P which are optimal for a single rate associated with the value of . For another rate, a di erent value of is set and the algorithm produces a di erent codebook C and encoder partition E P .
III. Constrained Pairwise Nearest Neighbor Quantizer Design
Let us consider now the process of design of a succession of quantizers when a training set replaces the information source. At the j-th stage let Q j denote the quantizer and E P j = fP j 1 ; :::; P j A j g denote the encoder partition with number of cells A j . Let C j = fy j 1 ; :::; y j A j g be the codebook where y j i 's are the centroids derived from the training set T = fx 1 ; :::; x N g which are sample vectors of the information source fXg. The centroids are then de ned by y j m = 1 n j m X x k 2P j m x k ; m 2 A j = f1; :::; A j g; (7) where n j m is the cardinality of the partition P j m (or the unscaled probability mass) and A j indicates the set of integer indices. In order to describe our results in a more convenient way, we will introduce next a notation for an operator named the \merge operator". Let us rst introduce the notation P j+1 (a; b) to represent the partition cell which is obtained when we replace, in the set E P j , the two partition cells P j a and P j b a; b 2 A j ; a 6 = b; by their union P j a S P j b . When the merge operation is applied to the A j ?level quantizer Q j , indicated by M ab Q j ], it is understood that the new quantizer Q j+1 = M ab Q j ] with A j ? 1 levels, associated with the partition cell P j+1 (a; b); is obtained. The quantizer Q j+1 (a; b) is said to be the merged (a; b) version of Q j under operation M ab .
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The PNN algorithm generates recursively a sequence of quantizers where the initial element is the quantizer Q 0 associated with E P 0 . For purposes of initialization, a larger GLA codebook or the full training sequence can be used. The latter was done by Equitz 3] 
Replacing the distortions in (10) by their respective expressions, considering (2), (8) , and (9), the distortion increment in (10) becomes
The average distortion per sample D j+1 (a; b) obtained when the vectors associated with the TS are quantized with Q j+1 (a; b) is then
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The PNN procedure is a search for the smallest distortion increment in the generation of the Q j+1 obtained by selecting the partition cells and de ned by Q j such that
ab ] 8 a; b 2 A j ; a 6 = b: (14) One important point should be emphasized: although each merge produces a minimum distortion, the overall procedure need not produce the optimal (minimum distortion) codebook for the given number of levels 3], since it does not ensure satisfying the necessary conditions for optimality corresponding to (3) and (5) . An important aspect noted in the works by Equitz 3] and Wishart 10] is that the summation over x k in equation (12) , to nd D j+1 ab , need not be evaluated for each pair of indices in (14) .
Considering that the sets P j a and P j b are disjoint, we have from substitution of equations (9) and (2) 
Substituting (16) and (17) into (15) 
A quantizer Q j having a codebook C j with size A j has a rate of (1=L) log 2 A j bits per source sample since this is the required number of bits to encode each source sample. If some kind of entropy-coding such as a Hu man 11] or arithmetic code 12] is to be used, then the rate of the quantizer is R j = H Q j , equal to the entropy of quantizer Q j . But, if entropy coding is to be performed, a sensible design procedure should take it into account explicitly. The steps of the PNN procedure, as described, make no attempt to control the rate of the quantizer. This procedure can be modi ed to control rate by modifying the search strategy. The strategy must call for a search for a sequence of quantizers which optimizes jointly distortion and rate.
We next de ne a rate decrement, denoted by R j+1 ab as the decrease in entropy of quantizer Q j+1 (a; b) relative to the entropy of quantizer Q j by R j+1 ab = H Q j ? H Q j+1 (19) or, R j+1 ab = 1 LN (n j a + n j b ) log 2 (n j a + n j b ) ? n j a log 2 (n j a ) ? n j
The average rate per sample R j+1 (a; b) obtained when the vectors associated with the TS are quantized with Q j+1 (a; b) is then, R j+1 (a; b) = R j ? R j+1 ab : (21) To discuss optimality in the above sense, let us consider the quantizer Q j with distortion D j and rate R j . The next quantizer in the sequence is a merged
for some value of (a; b) with a rate R j+1 (a; b). Let 
where and are the pair of cells selected for merging.
The entropy-constrained vector quantizer Q j has to perform a mapping of the input source vector into a codevector according to (3) . Let us say that the point (R j ; D j ) characterizes the 8 values of rate and distortion achieved by the quantizer Q j as obtained with the ECPNN procedure. The existing continuous D versus R curve passing through this point has a line with slope j as tangent at this point. This slope can be approximated by the slope of the line joining points (R j?1 ; D j?1 ) and (R j+1 ; D j+1 ) also obtained by the ECPNN procedure. This slope is needed in order to de ne an entropy-constrained vector quantizer and is evaluated by j = ? D j+1 ? D j?1 R j+1 ? R j?1 for j = 1; 2; : : :; J ; (24) where J + 1 is the stopping number of the recursion counter in the procedure. Setting = j in the quantization step in (3) de nes the rule for quantizing a source where the output rate is constrained to R j .
Next we develop the necessary modi cation for adding an alphabet constraint to our entropyconstrained vector quantizers. Remembering that by (15) 
The decrease of rate is the same, since it is independent of the particular centroid and dependent only on the size (or probability) of the merged partition. We note that with this modi cation C j+1 C j . The search procedure continues to be the same as the ECPNN algorithm. The operation of the quantizer in the search process is given also by (3).
IV. Implemention Aspects
A. ECPNN Algorithm
According to Section III the strategy to choose the new quantizer Q j+1 (a; b) = M ab Q j ] is to search all possible s ratios using (23) . At this point we can conclude that this procedure is quite computationally intensive when we operate with a large training set. This problem of large computation is solved by Equitz 3] using a data structure called K-d trees. The aim of using this data structure is to develop a method which allows for log(N) multidimensional \nearest-neighbor" searches to be accomplished. As pointed out by Equitz, this method introduces an error due to the pre-classi cation of data and consequent suboptimal merges in the PNN sense. Here, we are not interested in this solution; our aim is to use the full search procedure. This problem of large computation can be circumvented if we initialize the design procedure with a high rate codebook instead of the training sequence, since, generally, VQ's are used with a maximum codebook size of 4096 codevectors. There are several good choices for an initial codebook, among them being the PNN algorithm plus K-d trees and a recent algorithm reported by Hsieh in 14]. Instead of using one of these algorithms, we shall adopt an initial codebook designed by GLA, because we shall later compare the distortion-rate performance between ECPNN codebooks and ECVQ codebooks. The ECVQ algorithm is initialized with the GLA codebook, because this codebook is the maximum rate ECVQ solution for the given codebook size. This initial codebook, C 0 = C GLA , de nes a local minimum distortion quantizer of the original training set. With this initialization the initial rate R 0 is equal to H GLA (the entropy of the GLA codebook), and the initial distortion D 0 is equal to D GLA . We are now in position to describe the algorithm.
Algorithm
Step a; b 2 A j ; a 6 = b
Step 3 (Quantizer and partition cell set update)
Step 4 (Recursion Counter) Set j = j + 1
Step 5 (Stopping Rule) If stopping criterion is not met, return to Step 2, else stop.
One choice for the stopping rule at Step 5 is, for instance: stop if R j+1 R t where R t is a target rate. There are, of course, other choices. The ECPNN and AECPNN algorithms both have the same structure, only di ering in the distortion increase equation and the choice of the codevector for the partition cell P ab resulting from the M ab operation. The AECPNN codebooks are faster to design because it is not necessary to compute new centroids.
Here we point out that three look-up tables are used to evaluate the distortion and rate increments in equations (18) and (20) (27) since all quantities are non-negative. 
where D ab is the increase of distortion as de ned before. We can incorporate this matrix in our design algorithm in the initialization step and consequently eliminate the distortion calculation inside Step 2. Note that this symmetric matrix stores all weighted distances, and the null diagonal re ects the fact that D aa = 0. In the Step 3 of the algorithm, it is necessary to update this matrix only for the row and column corresponding to the pair of merged partitions cells.
B. Computational Complexity
In this section we evaluate the computational complexity of the ECPNN algorithm. This study is applicable both to the ECPNN and AECPNN algorithms. We present a comparison between the ECPNN and ECVQ algorithms based on the number of additions, multiplications, logarithms and comparisons denoted respectively by a ; m ; l and c . Recall that divisions have been entirely replaced with the comparisons in (27) for ECPNN. Both the ECPNN and ECVQ algorithms are assumed to be initialized by the same codebook, which can be designed by various means, such as GLA, splitting algorithm, product of scalar codebooks, or truncated lattice points. It is important, however, to obtain a good initial codebook for both algorithms. We have not studied the sensitivity of ECPNN or ECVQ to initial codebook selection, but surmise that ECPNN may be the more sensitive of the two, as a poor initial choice of partitions may propagate when their unions form the partitions at lower rates.
The most computationally expensive part of the ECPNN algorithm is the search for the best pair to merge in Step 2. In this step the numbers a ; m ; l and c of additions, multiplications, divisions and comparisons are proportional to the number of non-distinct pairs to search, 1 2 (A 2 j ?A j ), where A j represents the number of reproduction vectors in the j-th iteration. When we proceed normally to nd A 0 = M (initial codebook size) points on the operational distortion-rate curve,D LM (R), the total number of non-distinct pairs to search through M iterations in Step 2 is given by:
Note that we are assuming that the ECPNN is implemented using a progressive search where the search decreases at each iteration j by checking the zero values that are assigned to the unscaled probability mass array n j m for m = 1; :::; A 0 .
Utilizing the symmetry of the matrix D, the number of elements that require updating in a row and column in Step 3 is A j ? 1 for each iteration j. The total updated elements for the M iterations in Step 3 is:
The total enumeration for each merit gure is given by:
The enumeration of the number of comparisons, c , re ects the fact that we need to count the comparisons due to (27) 
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Here (1) when designing a codebook to meet a given target rate R t , one must start ECVQ with a high rate codebook and may have to run the algorithm repeatedly for di erent values of and initial sizes of codebooks, while searching for a codebook entropy that satis es the target rate. This guessing of Lagrange multipliers and initial codebooks will generate other (R; D) points, before nding the target rate, R t ;
(2) generally for testing purposes or other applications, it is necessary to generate multiple codebooks with distortions obtainable over a whole range of rates. Hence, one must run ECVQ repeatedly on an increasing sequence of 's, beginning with 0 = 0 that is associated with the high rate codebook, and increasing in any manner consistent, with obtaining the desired codebooks. The nal codebook for j is the initial codebook for j+1 .
In both ways of operation, multiple codebooks are generated. Since the rst method of operation is very tedious, we have de ned our complexity numbers in terms of the second method of operation.
Let us now make a comparison between ECPNN and ECVQ in terms of computational complexity using one example taken from 5]. In 5], ECVQ codebooks were used to compress motion compensation frame di erences in a video coding application. The design parameters for the ECVQ algorithm were: 50 frames of spatial resolution of 348 pixels by 288 lines divided into blocks L = 6 6, with an initial codebook size M = 1024 and with number of desired codebooks P = 7 between rates R = 0:25 and 0:05 (b/s). The factor of convergence F is assumed to be equal to three (this value is a typical average number, see, e.g, 4, pp. 35]). Because of its mode of operation, starting with the same initial codebook and covering the same range of rates, M = 1024 codebooks are generated using the ECPNN algorithm.
We can see by Table I that the ECPNN algorithm can indeed design M = 1024 codebooks in less time than the ECVQ algorithm takes to design P = 7. Considering the sum a + m + l + c as a total merit gure, the numbers in Table I suggest that the ECPNN algorithm is roughly 160 times faster than ECVQ if the initialization is not counted. In our simulations, the initial codebooks were designed by the GLA algorithm, which has been the common procedure with ECVQ, since GLA achieves a local minimum of the distortion for a xed size codebook. This type of initialization requires 2FNML multiplies, FNML adds, and FNM comparisons, with F=10 being a typical maximum number of iterations for this algorithm. The resulting numbers for these operations are 1:02 10 11 multiplies, 5:13 10 10 , and 1:42 10 9 comparisons, all of which are larger than the ECPNN gures for designing P = 7 codebooks. Adding these numbers to those in Table 1 , the total number of operations would indicate that the ECPNN algorithm is still roughly 3 times faster than ECVQ. This gure should be considered a lower bound on comparative computational speed, because there are several other initialization procedures, as mentioned, all of which are faster than GLA. Therefore, one may conclude that ECPNN is 3 to 160 times faster in designing the seven codebooks, depending on the initial codebook design. The upper bound of 160 demonstrates the computational speed advantage of the procedural steps of ECPNN compared to ECVQ. This advantage would increase with the number of codebooks to be designed.
V. Experimental Results
In this section we present a discussion of the results obtained when the ECPNN and AECPNN codebooks are used to quantize the output of a discrete-time i.i. In Figure 4 , we plot for this autoregressive source the codebook size versus the rate. By this Figure we can note that ECPNN codebooks are smaller than ECVQ codebooks. This behavior could be explained by the fact that ECPNN design necessarily decreases the size of the previous codebook using the merge operator. The same does not happen with the ECVQ algorithm because it always tries to populate the previous set of partitions de ned by the previous codebook used. This di erence in codebook sizes gives to the ECPNN codebooks operational advantages over ECVQ codebooks. For example, consider the rate of 1:0 b/s (and a SQNR of 10 dB) the ECPNN codebook has 1 3 the number of codevectors of the ECVQ codebook. We can note that AECPNN and AECVQ have almost identical behavior in terms of numbers of vectors used for encoding.
We should also note that the AECPNN codebook is larger than the ECPNN codebook, while the AECVQ codebook is smaller than that of ECVQ. A merge of given regions in AECPNN produces the same decrease in rate, but a larger increase in distortion as the same merge in ECPNN. More codevectors are then required to lower the increase in distortion in a merge to track the distortionrate performance of ECPNN. The opposite behavior of AECVQ and ECVQ is the result of reassigning probabilities among the same number of partitions at each rate. The operation of the AECVQ algorithm shows a greater tendency to assign zero probability partitions than ECVQ, resulting in a smaller codebook. The reason for this tendency would require delving into the details of AECVQ, which is too far a eld from the subject at hand. In our scheme the image is split into a pyramid, and each pyramidal subband is coded independently. In this work we use the ECPNN and AECPNN design algorithms for designing the entropy-constrained codebooks which are used for encoding the subbands. An ECPNN system for coding an image pyramid in a multirate fashion requires the design of multiple codebooks of different rates for every image subband. An AECPNN system for coding an image pyramid requires only one codebook (set of codevectors) per subband, but to achieve the codebook entropy at every desired rate, a di erent set of binary codewords is required. Therefore an AECPNN system requires one codebook and a set of codewords for each subband.
A. Designing of Codebooks of Image Pyramids
A pyramid of three levels was constructed by splitting the image into four subbands, and then recursively splitting two more times the lowpass subband. The spectral decomposition is shown in Figure 5 . The nine-tap lter of 18] was used in the decomposition to obtain this 3-level pyramid. At each level the ltering of the lowpass image generates four components, a lowpass (LL), a vertical highpass (LH), a horizontal highpass (HL) and a diagonal highpass (HH) component.
The encoder design procedure for all subbands is the same. The initial codebooks for the ECPNN and AECPNN design algorithms are obtained using the GLA. Di erent initial size codebooks are chosen for each subband according to the estimate of the highest required rate. Once we have obtained the GLA codebook (slope 0 = 0), along with its associated input set partition and codevector probabilities, we use it for the initialization of the ECPNN and AECPNN algorithms, as mentioned in Section IV. For the design of the multiple rate codebooks for each subband, we use a training set of 10 (512 x 512) images. As pointed out in 19], since images di er in their spectral properties, normalized codebooks were designed for each subband by scaling all training vectors by the standard deviation of its associated subband. All the images in the TS were converted to zero mean sources by subtracting out their means. Therefore, the mean of the image to be coded and the variances of its ten subbands need to be sent to the decoder. This bookkeeping information corresponds to a negligible increase in the nal rate reported here, which is the code rate alone.
We designed 10 codebooks for each subband using the ECPNN algorithm and 10 sets of codewords for each subband using the AECPNN algorithm. These codebooks will be used by the rate allocation algorithm for coding the input image with a desired target rate. We have designed, for the rst and second levels of the pyramid, codebooks with entropy rates ranging from 2.0 to 0.0 b/pixel, with a rate decrement of 0.4 b/pixel between codebooks with vector dimension equal to 4. For the subbands, fLH, HL, HH g of the third level we designed codebooks ranging from 4.0 to 0.0 b/pixel with the same rate decrement as the rst and second levels of the pyramid but with vector dimension equal to 2. Finally, for the subband LL3 we designed scalar codebooks with rates ranging from 7.0 to 0.0 b/pixel with rate decrements of 1.0 b/pixel. We have chosen smaller vectors for the level 3 because these subbands have to be coded at high rates. Generally the level 3 contains the highest activity (highest variance). The lowest frequency band of level 3, LL3, is coded by scalar quantizers designed by the ECPNN and AECPNN algorithms. For this band, perhaps a more suitable scheme is a DPCM or a DCT system to remove the interpixel correlation. The latter approach for coding the LL3 subband was not adopted, because we wanted to test our quantizers in all bands.
B. Rate Allocation
The problem of nding an optimal bit assignment for subband vector quantization can be stated as follows:
Find the minimum distortion D over the set of subband rates fR l g such that the overall rate has a given value R In order to solve the problem above, a set of distortion-rate points must be found for each subband, as has been done by the ECPNN and AECPNN design algorithms. Chou et al. 20] suggested an operational method which nds an optimal solution for this situation. In 20], the idea is to organize the distortion-rate points on a tree and \prune" the tree according the generalized Breiman, Friedman, Olshen, and Stone (BFOS) algorithm, in order to nd the best combination of quantizers to encode the data, given a target rate or distortion. Recently, Riskin reported this algorithm in 21], which corresponds to the algorithm used here.
In our context of bit-allocation the BFOS algorithm can be used as follows: construct a tree T with l subtrees (actually each subtree is a unary tree) where each subtree represents a subband or class. In each subtree we have k nodes, where each node is represented by (R; D; ) k point found by the ECPNN or AECPNN algorithm operating on the training image set. The topmost node in the subtree corresponds to the zero-rate codebook; i.e, = 1. Moving down in the subtree, we decrease the values and at the bottom of this unary tree we nd the (R; D) point that corresponds to the minimum value (found by the ECPNN or AECPNN algorithm); this node will be called leaf node. According to this organization, if we move downward along the subtree (or the tree), the value of rate of each node increases and the distortion decreases. Besides the (R; D; ) k point stored in each node, we also store a parameter called . This parameter is de ned to be the ratio D= R, where D and R respectively denote the magnitudes of the di erence between the distortion and rate at the current node and the leaf node. The value is the slope that trades o D and R in each class or subband S. In Figure 6 the tree organization is displayed. Note that, as we proceed downward along the tree, the value of rate at each node increases while the value of distortion decreases.
If we denote the full tree by T I , the generalized BFOS algorithm will prune o the branches of the tree T I in order to form the nal pruned tree T F . In this pruning operation the algorithm obtains a sequence of trees, where each intermediate tree T i+1 is obtained by pruning the node that belongs to a particular subtree, S, having the smallest in the T i tree. After pruning, the subtree, S, has a new leaf node and consequently the ratios must be re-calculated for this particular subtree. The algorithm ends when the sum of the leaf node rates drops below the target rate (actually one can use other stopping rules). The codebook used to encode each subband corresponds to the codebook speci ed by the leaf nodes of the nal pruned tree T F . The distortion and slope values used in this computation were renormalized by the variances of each subband. Here, we want to emphasize that the value is not necessary for the algorithm. In Figure 7 is illustrated the encoding process for a given subband signal. We would like to point out that, due to the inevitable mismatch between the statistics of the training sequence and the source image, there is a mismatch between the rate and distortion estimated by the BFOS allocation procedure and the actual quantization rate and distortion of the input image using the codebooks selected by the BFOS. But, with the training set of ten images used in our simulations, this mismatch proved to be very small for a variety of test images. The interested reader is directed to 8] for further results.
C. Experimental Results
Computer simulations have been implemented to evaluate the proposed coding system. The encoding rate reported here corresponds to the weighted sum of the individual encoding rates of each subband and is given by the following counting 
where k indicates the level of the pyramid and l a particular subband in the set, fLH, HL, HH g, H Q is rst-order entropy per pixel obtained through the VQ encoding. As the objective delity criterion, we have adopted the peak-to-peak SNR between the original and the reconstructed image. The images Lena and Boats, which are outside the training sequence, were used to test the performance of the system. Lena is a 512 512 USC database image and Boats is a 512 512 ISO image. The Boats image originally had a size of 576 720, which we have truncated for convenience. In Table II is reported the peak-to-peak SNR with the respective rates for Lena. The target rates given as input to the BFOS algorithm were 1 3 , 1 2 and 1:0 b/pixel. The results in Table II can be considered excellent in terms of PSNR. The subjective quality of these images are excellent between rates 0.5 to 1.0 b/pixel. Some degradation can be noticed in the 0.33 b/pixel image, especially the smoothing of the background and some ringing of the edges on the hat, but the image is still pleasing. We should have in mind that in order to achieve this low rate some subbands have zero rate allocation, especially those that belong to the rst level of the pyramid. The ECPNN and AECPNN images do not have any visible di erences. In Figure 8 The comparisons of di erent coding techniques is generally a di cult task. In the following, we compare our PSNR values with the best results yet reported using subband techniques upon the Lena Two points should be emphasized about this work: the lowest subband is DCT coded and the entropy-constrained trellis coded quantizers in the other subbands give an e ective block length much larger than dimension 4, the highest vector dimension used in our work. In the embedded hierarchical image coder of Shapiro 26 ] the PSNR value is 35.97 dB with 0.5 b/pixel as encoding rate. Through improvements of Shapiro's coder, Said and Pearlman 27] have obtained a PSNR of 36.8 dB at 0.5 b/pixel. Both schemes perform a 5-level hierarchical subband decomposition, where the latter scheme employs multiple arithmetic coders with di erent adaptive models and the former employs a single arithmetic coder with an adaptive model. The JPEG results for Lena using adaptive variable length Hu man codes were 34.9 dB at 0.51 b/pixel. Here, we would like to point out that in our opinion the JPEG scheme is a medium bit-rate coder and comparisons in a low-bit rate region might be unfair. The JPEG image looks very blocky in the background and on the face. These characteristics are not adequately re ected in the PSNR measures.
In other experiment we have encoded the image Boats shown in Figure 9 . This image is far more di cult to compress with high quality. Among the impediments are the thin lines, which represent the masts of the boats. We present results with a target rate of 1.0 b/pixel. Using the ECPNN codebooks we obtained 38.9 dB at 1.1 b/pixel. The AECPNN, as was expected, is very close to the ECPNN result, 38.9 dB at 1.2 b/pixel. The images are subjectively very good when compared to the original at this rate. In Figure 10 is displayed the result using ECPNN codebooks. Again, due to space constraints we do not show the AECPNN result, which attains the same subjective quality. In lowering the bit rate below 0.70 b/pixel, some expected ringing occurs and the sky loses its granularity. We have compared our images with the JPEG compressed image having 38.4 dB PSNR at 1.1 b/pixel. Comparing subjectively our image and the JPEG image, the JPEG image may have a slight edge in one aspect: the middle-left mast of a boat seems to be more faithfully reconstructed. However, we would like to emphasize that for lower rates (< 0.70 b/pixel), our scheme performs better than the JPEG scheme.
Concluding, we would like to point out that we have used an M-ary non-adaptive arithmetic coder designed by Popat 12] for the noiseless coding of the codevector indices. The biggest difference between the entropies reported in this section and corresponding output bit-rates of this coder is 0.008 b/pixel.
VII. Conclusions
A new design technique for entropy-constrained vector quantization has been proposed. The algorithm, called ECPNN, is based on the same partitional clustering technique used by Equitz 3] in his PNN algorithm. The sequence of quantizers recursively generated by ECPNN algorithm has an operational distortion-rate function that closely approximates the performance of ECVQ, the iterative entropy-constrained quantizer design method proposed by Chou, Lookabaugh and Gray 4]. This fact has been veri ed by quantizing Gaussian memoryless and autoregressive sources. It was veri ed, that the size of the ECPNN codebook generally is smaller than the ECVQ codebook when compared at the same distortion-rate performance. The main advantage of the ECPNN algorithm is the faster design when compared with ECVQ. We show, that it is possible to design alphabet-and entropy-constrained vector quantizers using the pairwise nearest neighbor partitional technique, which we named AECPNN. The results of AECPNN quantizing synthetic sources show performance as good as the AECVQ 6] algorithm introduced by Rao and Pearlman 6] . The AECPNN and AECVQ algorithms simplify the encoding-decoding process because they decrease the amount of memory necessary for operating a multi-rate coder and permit simpli cations on the search procedure, since the same codebook is used at all rates for a given source. We have used our design techniques to develop codebooks for a multi-rate coder for image pyramids where it is especially e ective for low bit rates. The results show that the AECPNN codebooks performs as well as the ECPNN codebooks in terms of subjective and objective quality. Future developments can incorporate memory in our design technique considering high-order statistics, as Chou and Lookabaugh 15] propose in the case of the ECVQ algorithm in the form of a conditional entropy-22 constrained vector quantizer design called CECVQ. 
